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SAI International School in the Common Wealth Class winners Team 
Represents at the Common Wealth Games at Scotland 

A report by Binati and Akankshya 
 

A journey that took almost 32 hours with the transit time, 
completely exhausted and drained out, rejuvenated us when we 
landed in Edinburgh. The pleasant evening was so welcoming. We 
had already met the other Indian School Christ Nagar School in 
Mumbai and we met the teacher student duo of Trinidad in 
Edinburgh .The British Council Coordinator Jana and the visit 
coordinator Lindy were awake to make all arrangements for us. 
The next morning started with the Common wealth Class Team II 

meeting at the hotel Lobby and celebrating the success of being the winner team, all excited, 
delighted and thrilled. 

The introductory workshop, very well facilitated by Alison Willmot brought all teachers and 
students together  while they explored more about each other and 
their Schools and their interests through activities like Find 
someone who, identifying the Common Wealth  citizen’s attributes 
and making of Common Wealth Mascot with synthetic clay. All 
collaboration culminated with excellent creativity. A message from 
the Team captain Susie Rodgers was yet another matter of joy. 

The evening of 23rd was very special as we were supposed to 
witness the historical opening ceremony of the 20th Common Wealth Games in the Celtic Park. The 
spectacular performances, the shinning lights, the glamour ,the Royal family, the Scottish band and 
finally the Queen of England Her Majesty made all of us dazed and awestruck. The honour of 
watching the Indian contingent march past was thrilling. As the Queen received the Baton and 

declared the 20th Common Wealth Games open, the amazing 
fireworks with the music made the forty thousand live audience 
dance crazily with enchantment. 

The second day began with excitement as everyone in the team 
were looking forward to being part of the BBC live program 
‘World Have your Say’. The students had an opportunity to be 
on the stage and participate in the discussion to be live on AIR in  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the BBC World Services while the Teachers and local audience also 
shared their opinions. It was interesting to be part of a studio 
recording with famous BBC presenters John Beattie, former Scottish 
Rugby player and the glamorous Chloe Tilley.       

We were in cloud Nine when we assembled in the Glasgow Science 
Centre for a VIP reception to meet the top Brass officials of the 
British Council and the Common Wealth Secretariat. Interacting 
with Mr Kamalesh Sharma, the Secretary General of the Common 
Wealth and Sir Martin Davidson, CEO British Council was an honour 
and a moment of pride to cherish all our life Adding to the list of 
VIPs were the Director British Council, Scotland Mr Lloyd Anderson, 

Paul Leyly, Head of engagement and Legacy, Glasgow 2014,Steven 
Kidd, Education Program Manager,Glasgow2014 and the list of 
honourable persons was so long that each one of us were almost 
star struck. 

Visit to the Scottish National Gallery was the biggest attraction for 
the Common wealth Class Team. Close to the Edinburgh Castle the 
National Gallery is one of Europe‘s premier venues for international 
exhibitions. 
Participation in the Generation Art, Lab creating, Art with music and 
creating magic with hands, out of scrap made both teachers and 
students jovially energetic. The second half of the day was 
exploration of the world heritage city of Edinburgh and crazy 
shopping.  
We visited the Empire cafe in Glasgow and participation in the 
Poetry workshop by famous British poets Dorothea Smart and 
Malika Booker was absolutely amazing with the teachers and 
students alike trying to give out their best in weaving poems. 
Another golden opportunity was the visit to the Merchant City 
Festival. 
The city was vibrant with community participation either by 
showcasing their vintage Cars or beautiful girls dancing to the tune 
of a 50s music dressed in retro style or the several food Kiosks and 
the flea market selling the heritage garments. Glasgow was at the 
peak of celebration in the Merchant City. 
Our rendezvous at the Edinburgh castle was an exclusive experience 
to remember forever. Every wall, every stone spoke aloud about the 
rich historical extravaganza of the Royal family of the United  



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Kingdom. The students learnt immensely about the history and 
culture of UK,, about the battles fought and royalties that lived in 
the castle. We then arrived at the National Museum of Scotland 
which gave insight to the Scottish history and the diversity of the 
Natural world. The amazing exhibits were out of the world and 
never seen before. 

 
The Common wealth class winners team travelled to Glasgow to 
reach one of the most beautiful and happening place Glasgow 
Green. The spirit of Common Wealth was at its zenith in the vast 
park where live zones were created for the public to view the action 
from the Common Wealth Games and enjoy the festival going 
around. There were games arenas for different games from various 
common Wealth countries where everyone could play and enjoy 
the festival. The students were part of the UNICEF run traditional games in the back garden of 
Glasgow Green. They were covered by the Future News television channel. 
 

Visit to Shawlands Academy was quite worthwhile. Although the school 
was closed vivid arrangement was done for the very interesting activity 
to draw and paint a tile for a murral. With keen interest and 
concentration both students as well as teachers put their best creative 
foot forward to outshine each other's design. We met Lesley Atkins, 
development officer, International Education of Glasgow City council 
who briefed about International Education and developing school links. 

 
Later in the day Alison Willmott conducted a workshop for the students to create a scrapbook to 
showcase their experience in the trip which they could carry back to their own schools. Finally 
there was a mini medal presentation ceremony to recognize the young people’s talent and skills. 
 
The last day at Scotland had a mixed feeling among the participants. An 
emotion of getting separated from friends who by now had become 
like family members and the ecstatic joy of going back to family and 
schools. Watching the badminton matches live at the Glasgow Emirates 
Arena was a superb experience. Whether you understand the rules of 
the match or not cheering for your own country from the arena is all 
together a great experience. 
 
Our happiness knew no bounds when India won three singles and one men's doubles right in front 
of us. 
 
The evening became eventful with the small farewell get together. Sharing feelings with smiles and 
tears and clicking the last pictures gave the event a true closure, however, the teachers promised  



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

to keep the spirit going, by continuing with the school links and working 
together on more of collaborative projects and participate in more of the 
British Council events. 
 

Learning has been continuous and enriching throughout the trip making the 
visit to Scotland worthwhile. Answering questions of reporters in the hotel 
Lobby about Common Wealth class activities and winning of the prize gave a 
sense of achievement and pride for our own 
school while the students felt extremely confident 
about their role as global citizens and their future. 

 
The Common Wealth Class winners group travelled back home on 31 
July loaded with treasures of learning experiences, enriching exposure 
added with fun and friendship of a life time. 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 


